ST RITA’S COLLEGE
A Catholic girls school for Years 7-12 in Clayfield, Brisbane, established 1926
by the Sisters of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
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St Rita’s College is a school where minds are opened, dreams
are imagined and the Presentation traditions of compassion,
hospitality and simplicity establish foundations for the future.
It is a place where character is formed, conscience is followed
and girls with attentive hearts become women of action.
At St Rita’s, your daughter will experience exceptional teachers
whose expertise, commitment and nurturing is testament
to our proven record in first-class academic and vocational
pathways, sporting strength, cultural diversity and unfailing
commitment to social justice.
The curriculum at St Rita’s is regularly reviewed to recognise
new and effective trends in learning and teaching and embeds
Catholic Social Teaching into all subjects across all Year levels.
The College has consistently achieved impressive OP and Rank
results significantly above the State average. Of particular
significance is the achievement of OP1–5s in the vicinity of 30
to 40 percent annually and academic excellence well above
State and National scores for the annual NAPLAN tests.

The pastoral care of students at St Rita’s is provided through a
vertical House structure to enable each girl to be recognised as
an integral part of the College community. Equally important
is the spiritual development of our students. St Rita and Nano
Nagle were women of determination, persistence and passion,
characteristics which are promoted and valued in our College
today, and particularly through our mission and outreach
undertakings which aim to provide an understanding of the
difference between charity and justice.
In teaching our students the courage to stand alone and the
power of standing together, we challenge them to be women
of action not just words – Virtute non Verbis.

Mrs Dale Morrow
Principal, St Rita’s College
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FACILITIES
AND THE TRINITY CENTRE
Impressive modern, state of the art learning facilities are provided at St Rita’s College.
The Nano Nagle Centre, housing the Library and the Sr Elvera
Science Centre, afford our students flexible learning spaces,
integrated technologies and the most up-to-date of resources
the girls need to be inquiring and successful learners.
An abundance of specialist learning areas and general
teaching classrooms fulfill the learning mainstays of english,
mathematics, science, history and economics, and the popular
learning areas of languages, business and design technologies.
We are proud of the sporting facilities for an inner-suburban
school. These include the Acqua Rosa Centre with its 25m
heated water polo accredited pool; three hard sporting courts;
a covered court in the Sr Assumpta O’Flynn Pavillion for allST RITA’S COLLEGE

weather multi-purpose uses; and the Eirene Centre which is a
multi-purpose hall and gymnasium.
The Eirene Centre, accommodating more than 1300 people,
is the traditional space used for liturgies, assemblies and
significant school events. Ballygriffin, on the top level of the
Nano Nagle Centre, boasts magnificent views to the North
and East and is a popular setting for community functions and
gatherings.
The College Chapel sits atop Hogan Place – a large green
on which students gather for outdoor House, Year level and
community activities, as well as at lunchtimes.

THE TRINITY CENTRE
January 2020 saw the opening of an innovative new learning
precinct, the Trinity Centre, to enhance the St Rita’s education
experience for all students. The Trinity Centre redevelopment
project is the largest build to occur at the College, bolstering
the academic, arts and communal experience for its girls.
Our new learning precinct resources learning, performance,
examinations, speaker programs, student social interaction and
College-wide functions and events.
The design of the Trinity Centre highlights the College’s
proud heritage, employing the words NANO and RITA into
an architectural style that reflects St Rita’s distinctive charm.
It is an important landmark in today’s modern and global
educational landscape, bringing together under one roof many
existing programs and giving greater efficiency to our wellrounded educational experience.
The Trinity Centre integrates the College’s performing arts
and film, television and new media classes into one facility
that promotes collaboration of the arts under one roof
and presents Music students with access to enviable music

instruction and performance facilities. This exceptional
learning centre allows us to enhance our signature programs
and give students new opportunities to broaden their learning.
Music students now take a professional Centre Stage with
an electric venue for individual and group instruction and
performance.
KEY ELEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auditorium/Multi-purpose space seating 400
12 General Learning areas, each with 2 breakout areas
Large General Assessment area ability on all levels
First school in Australia to use the new software Utelogy
Musical instruction classrooms
Drama/rehearsal classrooms
Gallery area
Outdoor Learning Areas
Outdoor Student Social Spaces
Improved cross campus movement access
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ACADEMIC LIFE
A St Rita’s College student is encouraged to question rather than to assume, to challenge
rather than to conform, and to take the lead rather than to follow.
With a reputation for achieving impressive academic and
vocational results, the College provides a versatile and
extensive curriculum that allows our students to engage in
the world both critically and creatively. Our students learn
in a vibrant environment that sparks ideas, inventiveness
and imagination and will work independently and in teams,
experience collaborative learning and involve themselves
in decision making and leadership from Year 7 to Year 12.

Our staff continually review and revise our curriculum so
that it addresses the most relevant, proven innovations in
the constantly changing world of education. The curriculum
caters for broad learning abilities through pedagogy and
support programs, aimed at each girl achieving her personal
best. While most of our students continue onto tertiary
studies, vocational pathways are fully supported through
apprenticeship and traineeship programs offered.

Our academic results in NAPLAN testing, OP achievements and
scholarship attainments continue to stand out as among some
of the most impressive in the State, and we foster a positive
learning environment based on mutual respect and open
communication.

STEAM
The rapid emergence of digital technologies, artificial
intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology, 3D printing, laser
cutting and the ‘internet of things’, has resulted in business
and industry leaders looking for people with ‘liquid skills’.
These skills include the ability to work with others, effectively
communicate, demonstrate creative and critical thinking and
have a disposition toward lifelong learning.

One of the greatest strengths of the St Rita’s classroom
practice is the commitment of our dedicated staff to work in
partnership with parents and guardians to enable our students
to achieve to the best of their ability. By working together we
can deliver a quality, satisfying and enjoyable curriculum that
empowers and invigorates young women to leave our College
with positive mental habits and excellent preparation for
further learning and work beyond school.

At St Rita’s College, students engage with STEAM-based
learning throughout the junior school and can specialise by
electing to study a STEAM subject in the senior school.
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C
STUDENT LIFE
As a Catholic school inspired by the tradition of the
Presentation Sisters, we believe education is most
effective when it happens within an architecture built
on love, respect and acceptance.

St Rita’s for many girls, comes to feel like home. At the heart of our
support network is a pastoral care program that encourages interaction
between staff and students, ensuring all of our girls experience a sense
of purpose and belonging whilst at the College. Our supportive staff
take a professional and personal approach to the social and emotional
wellbeing of the girls.
Central to the success of our pastoral care program is a vertical
House structure which enables each and every girl to be recognised
as an integral part of the College community. Our House system is
the hallmark of the personal formation of our students and a central
component of daily, cocurricular and general activity life at St Rita’s. Our
eight Houses celebrate, encourage, support and nurture each individual
to do and be their best.
In recognising the importance of community and the need for a strong
collective conscience, we also acknowledge the power of the individual
and the ability of one woman to make a difference. As each St Rita’s
girl grows and takes her place in the school community, the lessons
she learns at the College will be timeless. St Rita’s is a College where
memories are made and where individual obstacles are overcome
together. Many of the friendships formed within these walls go on to
last a life time.
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Compassion
WOMEN OF
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SPIRITUAL LIFE OF THE SCHOOL
Founded on the charism of Nano Nagle and inspired by the
mission of the Presentation Sisters, St Rita’s is a faith community
that provides a Catholic education for young women.

With an unfaltering belief in the transforming power of
education, St Rita’s provides its girls with a holistic education.
It is an education in which the Christian values of love and faith
are central to learning, where creativity and critical thinking
co-exist together and where self-respect is more precious
than self-importance. It is an education that, guided by the
uncompromising values of the Presentation Sisters, remains
responsive to the demands of an increasingly materialistic
world.
We are a community that understands leadership as service,
forgiveness as strength and equality as paramount. We see
care for the poor as our personal responsibility, education as
the source of freedom and love as our guiding light. It is in this
context of hope that the College calls the girls to be women of
action.
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The religious life of St Rita’s College is rich and varied. Students
are encouraged to live out Christian values in the spirit of Nano
Nagle, the founder of the Presentation Sisters, and St Rita of
Cascia.
We believe that as a Catholic Christian community, in the
Presentation tradition, our mission is to develop students as
lifelong learners who are enriched by the Gospel values, so
they can participate critically and authentically in our faith
communities and wider society. Our students are taught
that they have a responsibility to empathise with the poor
and marginalised and to advocate on their behalf. They dare
to voyage beyond what is comfortable, to confront what is
culturally difficult and to question what is socially acceptable.

Justice
WOMEN OF
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THE LIBRARY
Our Nano Nagle Library is the knowledge
heart of the College. It is a vital partner in the
delivery of our quality teaching and learning
processes and provides opportunities for learning,
research and assessment beyond the classroom.

The ability to find, evaluate and use information effectively
is an essential skill in providing a positive impact on learning
achievement. The Nano Nagle Library, designed with the
rapidly developing technology of 21st century learning at the
forefront, encourages students to broaden their exposure to
a wide range of digital and print information resources and
to apply higher order thinking skills in choosing the most
relevant information. Fiction, non-fiction and high-interest
literature support the development of thinking, life-long
learning and a love of reading in general. An abundance of
magazines, newspapers and useful resources for both personal
development and career education are widely available. The
‘Book Club’ literature group meet regularly throughout each
Term.

Read Like a Girl

The College’s Read Like a Girl (RLAG) program acknowledges
the long recognised connection between reading and academic
success. Our partnership with boutique bookstore, Riverbend
Books, captures a calendar of events featuring celebrated
and popular authors, illustrators and commentators. RLAG
was instigated to encourage girls to read more and came in
direct response to official research by Roy Morgan showing
the declining rate in girls aged over 14 reading novels. The
program has been awarded the Brian Banisch Award of the
Queensland School Library Association.
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Hospitality
WOMEN OF
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BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
St Rita’s recognises that education extends far beyond academic learning, and balance is
essential to a girl’s growth and development. Balance between study and play, between
action and reflection, between participation and appreciation.

St Rita’s students are encouraged to extend and enrich their
learning by participating in the various cultural activities
offered at the College. Our students have the opportunity to
be involved in a range of pursuits including music ensembles,
choirs, art, drama, debating, film-club, and the musical which is
presented on a tri-yearly basis.
MUSIC
Our Music program is dynamic and extensive and encourages
students of all abilities and experience to participate, from our
Year 7 Beginner Instrumental Program to greater challenges
and diverse opportunities for more advanced students.
Students are encouraged to develop their performance skills to
the highest level. It is through such commitment that personal
traits of leadership, perseverance and discipline can flourish as
well as the 21st century skills of critical and creative thinking,
communication, collaboration and teamwork.
Instrumental ensembles include orchestras and chamber
ensembles along with the Concert Band and Big Band, catering
to all students who learn a woodwind, brass, percussion or
string instrument. Vocal students participate in one of our
three choirs. All ensembles regularly work with guest clinicians
and attend an annual Music Camp at the start of each year.
Senior ensembles tour nationally or internationally every three
years.
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SPEECH AND COMMUNICATION
St Rita’s offers a contemporary elocution and public speaking
program with private and small group classes available.
Speech and Communication assists students to use their
voice as a tool more effectively and with confidence. Whether
a refinement of presentation skills is required, or there is
a need to build confidence speaking in front of peers, the
self-assurance, diction, elocution and discussion skills gained
through Speech and Communication tuition is highly beneficial.
Students can enrol into Australian Music Examinations Board
(AMEB) exams through the program. Australian Speech and
Communication Association (ASCA) exams are also offered,
along with eisteddfods and publication speaking competitions.
DEBATING
Debating at St Rita’s College follows a proud tradition spanning
40 years and is offered across all Year levels. Through debating
and its intellectual exchange, students can develop skills of
critical thinking, problem solving, public speaking and general
confidence.
The College is a member of the Queensland Debating Union
(QDU), including the elite Senior A competition, and the
Brisbane Girls Debating Association (BGDA). The College
is regarded as a prominent challenger in debating with an
excellent record of Finals qualifying teams and students among
the State’s top debaters.

Hope

WOMEN OF
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SPORT
Sport presents the girls with the challenge to lead
active, healthy lives.
A well rounded sporting program contributes
significantly to student life and personal
development at St Rita’s College. The
College has built a respected reputation in
many sports and enjoys excellent student
participation which is nurtured by dedicated,
professional coaches.
At interschool level, St Rita’s is a top
performer in the Catholic Secondary
Schoolgirls Sports Association (CaSSSA).

ACQUA ROSA SWIMMING CLUB
The Acqua Rosa Swimming Club, is a fully
affiliated member club of Swimming Australia,
Swimming Queensland and the Brisbane
Swimming Association, and operates on
campus in a partnership with the College.
The club offers professional coaching and
tuition for junior through to high performance
squads.

SPORTS WE OFFER
• Australian Rules football
• basketball
• cricket
• cross country
• hockey
• netball
The College plays in the Brisbane Water Polo
• soccer
competition against other schools and clubs
• swimming
each Saturday with teams based
• tennis
on age not Year level. The season commences
• touch football
in October and runs over Term 4 and Term 1
• track and field
each year. Many students have represented
• volleyball
Queensland and Australia in the junior and
• water polo
senior ranks.
WATER POLO
The Water Polo program is a popular and
successful part of the sporting life at St Rita’s,
under the direction of Olympian Ms Jodie
Stuhmcke.
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OUTDOOR
EDUCATION
St Rita’s College hosts an Outdoor Education
Program for Years 7 to 10 with an emphasis
on self-confidence, resilience and the value of
supportive relationships.
The program extends the learning experience beyond what the
classroom offers and gives the girls opportunity to participate
in team activities that develop and enhance their resilience
and their collaboration, alongside their organisational and
leadership abilities. Skills assist students in learning about the
natural environment, as well as more deeply about themselves
and each other.
Facilitated by professional outdoor education providers the
program encourages the mind to be curious, responsive,
trusting and brave, and reinforces that lessons are not
necessarily all learnt in a classroom.
YEAR 7
Students in Year 7 spend one night in residential
accommodation and experience a one night introduction to
camping. With a focus on getting to know class mates and
having fun together, the program involves beginner level
activities such as the flying fox, canoeing, bushwalking and
abseiling.
YEAR 8 AND YEAR 9
With an emphasis on self-confidence, resilience and the
value of supportive relationships, our Years 8 and 9 students
experience a multi-skilled expedition completing hiking
and canoeing. Students are introduced to navigational and
technical paddling skills and are encouraged to embrace
responsibility and ownership.
YEAR 10
The Year 10 expedition activities are purpose built for
developing teamwork, communication skills and leadership
qualities and are typically based around epic events in history.
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Courage
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OUR HISTORY
The 90 year history of St Rita’s College has been enriched by
the spirituality of the Catholic tradition.
Established by the Presentation Sisters in 1926, St Rita’s
College recognises two patrons: Nano Nagle, the founder
of the Presentation Order, and St Rita of Cascia, the Saint of
Impossible Causes, after whom the College is named.
In 1926, Sr Alice Kennedy, pbvm and Sr Mary Madden,
pbvm purchased Stanley Hall along with four acres of land
surrounding the residence to establish St Rita’s College.
They made the purchase not really knowing how they would
manage to pay the asking price of £22,000, but discerning
that the purchase was the correct action to take. St Rita’s
officially opened on 27 September 1926 and on 4 August
the following year, 1927, St Rita’s College was registered as a
Secondary School (Boarding and Day). Initially boys and girls
were enrolled from kindergarten to Grade 3 and girls only from
Grade 4 to Senior.
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In deciding what name for the school to take, the Sisters
revealed a snippet of dry Irish humour when they chose St
Rita’s as the name, for St Rita of Cascia is the Patron Saint
of Impossible Causes. The challenges experienced by the
Presentation Sisters in those early years when they took on this
large debt with little means of paying it off must have worried
them as being an impossible cause. But, through God’s grace
and the exceptional hard work of the Sisters over many years
and, no doubt, through the intercession of St Rita herself, our
College has flourished.
St Rita’s today educates over 1000 day girls from Years 7—12
and continues the rich tradition of social justice instilled
in the charism of Venerable Nano Nagle and the Sisters of
the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Academic and
vocational excellence is valued and each girl is encouraged to
make the most of her gifts and realise her full potential.
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